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stment and runs job no blanket wash your office offset to cut copying costs with this can on automatic changeover from pape
n from a pound of ink copy can be run on both sides of the sheet with multiple colors of on a master turning on the machine
many sizes of materials on almost all kinds of stock rag bond card stock smooth finish adding new versatility speed and effici
en changes are neccessary now advanced fingertip programming single lever action control the inking and dampening system p
rating cycle greatly reduced repetitive shortrun duplicating time for example when used and impression cylinders that are self
anually control even though the machine is running on automatic changeover from pater to scales on paper feed that match s
t runs to metal plates and general duplicating takes only a matter of seconds the machine includes two ductor rollers and five
s its not a press its an office machine heres practical automation the wide image model nylon for longer wear people who are
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